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Cornpanies 'IT Systems are confonted with constantiy changing rnarket conditions, new competitive threats
und a growing nurnber of legal regulations. The service-oriented architechrre (SOA) paradigm provides a
prornising way to address these challenges at the level of a cornpanyS IT infiastructure. These challenges, as
wellas themanagernentofthe newly introducedcomplexity andheterogenei~:are targetedbySOA Governance
approaches. In recent years, a nurnber of concretefameworksfor SOA Governance addressing these issues
have been proposed. There is no holistic approach considering all proposed elements, consolidating thern in
order toform a universaliy applicable rnodel. In this contribution,we rnotivate SOA Governance,invesligate
und cornpare d~fferentapproaches, identrh cornrnon concepts, und derive a generic rnodelfor governance of
Service-orientedArchitectures.
Keywords:

IT Governance, Service-oriented Architectures, SOA Governance, Strategie IT Management

In recent years, governance approaches for
Service-oriented Architectures (SOA) have
been intensively discussed. Due to the complexity and heterogeneity of SOA systems,
governance is considered crucial to successful
long-time operation and control of a SOA.
However, a Consensus concerning a uniform
approach has not been achievedyet. This article
gives an overview of current proposals, and
introduces a first approach to structuring SOA
Governance.

The remainder ofthis contribution is structured as follows. After a short introduction on
SOA and its characteristics as a background,
we outline the motivation for SOAGovemance
and discuss new challenges of SOA systems
concerning control and supervision. Next, we
provide a comparing literature review of SOA
Governance approaches, identifi major common concepts, and introduce a generic governance model for SOA. A sumrnary and outlook
on f~iturework concludes the article.
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1.IService-Oriented Architectures
Today, we live in a highly competitive and globally distributed economy. As a result, modern
enterprises face additional requirements which
affect existing and future enterprise information
technology (IT) architectures, with the following two being very important (Josuttis, 2007;
Krafzig, Banke, & Slama, 2004; Newcomer &
Lomow, 2004):
Achieving a high agility of business processes and their underlying IT.
The capability of integrating heterogeneous systems.
These are particularly important, as flexible IT systems are needed to support dynamic
business processes, which are subject to rapid
changes. As companies merge or increase cooperation, it becomes crucial to integrate both
various heterogeneous legacy systems and
different systems of business Partners.
However, many enterprise software solutions in use do not address these requirements,
as continuous changes seriously affect the
systems'ability to adapt. Inaddition, enterprise
IT appears as a very special field, as, unlike
many other domains of IT, enterprise software
is developed and maintained in very close collaboration with theend customer, where usually
multiple and very different departments are
involved. Here, highly political scenarios and
very heterogeneous teams face a multitude of
requirements, many of which are either coming into conflict with each other, are unclear,
or both. However, the challenge is less of a
technical nature than an organizational one
(Krafzig et al., 2004). Due to changing business
models, mergers, and acquisitions, many EAs
could not be realized as they were planned in
advance and rather grew organically into their
current state over time. This usually results in
a vertically organized architecture with a socalled pillar or silo structure. These are quite
sophisticatedand particularly suit the supportof
operational sequences in their domain (Melzer,

2007). Difficulties and even serious problems
arise if this structure has to be modified significantly. Common side effects include data
redundancy and multiple implementations of
the Same functionality in different places. A
reason for these silos is the fact that many IT
systems used toserve only asingledepartment or
business unit-something true even until1990.
This raised the well-known issue of integration, which has challenged IT departments for
decades (Newcomer & Lomow, 2004). It is a
further example for the need of tight coupling
of an enterprise's business to the underlying
IT. Although it is more of a technical problem
in the end, the main reasons behind integration
can be found on the business side. Key business drivers include but are not limited to the
following (Krafzig et al., 2004):
Mergers and acquisitions,
Interna1 reorganization,
System consolidation,
New business regulations,
Compliance with new govemment regulations, and
Streamlining business processes.
Within this context, the introduction of
new software-maybe even across department
borders-usually causes huge problems which
can outweigh the actual advantages of integrated
systems. To resolve the challenges discussed
above, the Service-oriented Architecture (SOA)
paradigm allows enterprise IT to be aligned with
business processes and to make the technical
infrastructure flexible enough for quick and
continuous changes (Papazoglou, 2003; Newcomer & Lomow, 2004). This is achieved by
SOA's focus on describing business problems
and decoupling these descriptions from specific
implementation technologies (Newcomer &
Lomow, 2004). As it is independent of any
specific technology, it provides a high level
concept for designing IT architectures (Krafzig
et al., 2004).
According to Melzer (2007), the main attributes of a SOA include the following:
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Loose coupling,
Dynamic binding,
A service repository, and
Using Open standards.
These are necessary to achieve the ambitious goal of separating interfaces from their
implementations (Newcomer& Lomow, 2004).
Within standard literature, several different
definitions for a SOA exist. We prefer the
definition by Melzer et al. due to its completeness and conciseness (Melzer, 2007, translated
from German): "ASOAis asystem architecture
that presents manifold, different, and possibly
incompatible methods or applications as reusable and openly accessible services to enable
a platform and language independent use and
reuse."
Although a SOA is rather business-driven,
benefits of its application can be found both on
the business and the technical side, as shown in
Table 1 (Newcomer & Lomow, 2004).
At the heart of SOA is the concept of
a service-still being an actively discussed
concept-which is generally to be understood
as the technological representation of business
functionality (Krafzig et al., 2004). By using
services as building blocks, business processes
can be composed from them, abstracting the
processes from the underlying (monolithic)
applications and allowing for compositions
even across organizational boundaries.
An important goal for any business is to
have proper alignment behveen the services it
provides, and the underlying IT infrastructure.
In the case of a SOA, a service offers concrete

benefits to the business itself by providing
access to a high level business concept in the
form of business processes. For the service
consumer it is not necessary to know how his
requests are fulfilled and the service can be
viewed as a black box. This aims at making
it easy to modiQ or exchange a service while
maintaining its expected or required output
(Krafzig et al., 2004).
In order to define the architectural part of
SOA, we make use of the following principles
(Channabasavaiah, 2003):
All functions (e.g., business functions)
are defined as services.
All services are independent and can be
used without paying attention to the actual implementation.
Services can be accessed by an invokable
interface without any knowledge of its
location.
Accordingly, a SOA is "an application
architecture within which all functions are defined as independentservices with well-defined
invokable interfaces which can be called in
defined sequences to form business processes"
(Channabasavaiah, 2003).

1.2 New Challenges
According to a recent survey conducted among
companies that use SOA as enterprise architecture, 79% stated that they feel a large negative
risk by putting services into production which
are not effectively "governed". On top of that,

Table I . Business und technical benefits o f a SOA
Business Benejfs

Technical Be~~efits

lncrease of business agility

Eflicient dcvelopment

Reduced integration costs

Simplified mainteoaoce

Better business alignment

Easier reuse
Graceful evolution
lncremental adaptation
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88% of the companies consider their current structures, the SOA-inherent complexity can
SOA Governance approach as not sufficientlead to structures, whose maintenance might
only 12% implemented a sufficient approach be similarly extensive as the one of the legacy
according to their own estimation (WebLayers, application landscape that is to be replaced
by SOA (Schelp & Stutz, 2007). Or, in other
2007).
This draws the picture of an extreme di- words, SOA becomes "a mess waiting to hapsaccord. Although companies are aware of the pen" (Kobielus, 2006).
high risk of a lack of governance, they have
Thus, SOA introduces new challenges.
not installed sufficient mechanisms to address The homogenization and control of this emergit. The need for appropriate governance ap- ing complexity is the central challenge to a
proaches is high - andcompanies are aware of SOA Governance approach. In order not to be
the emerging risk. Apparently, companies have ovenvhelmed by this new complexity, more
not been supplied with a satisfiing approach. organizational discipline is required (Windley,
Approaches by sofhvare vendors often suffer 2006). Transparency and conformance of SOA
from a "narrow view" on the topic, i.e., from System have tobe ensured - a holistic managethe emphasized focus on the abilities of their ment approach is needed.
own software products (Allen, 2008).
In the discussion on the classification of
Basically, the SOA paradigm describes a SOA Govemance in the scope of corporate
way to realize agile implementations of busi- governance, mostauthors agree that it is a subset
ness structures being able to flexibly adjust to (WebMethods, 2006; Keller, 2007), extension
changing environments. Typical "promises" (Holley, Palistrant, & Graham, 2006; Woolf,
are increased code reuse, reduced integration 2006) or specialization (Schelp & Stutz, 2007)
expense, better security, greater business agility, of IT Governance. Although SOA Governance
and a shorter realization time (Windley, 2006, addresses special SOA-related issues, such as
cf. Table 1).
service ownership or cross-company service
With a SOA, the number of flexible parts deployment, it is still a partofthe IT in anenterof enterprise architecture increases. The price prise. Hence, ITGovernance mechanisms apply
of faster and more flexible adoption of applica- to a SOA (Kobielus, 2006; Manes, 2005).
tion landscapes to changing requirements on
Concluding, due to the new system combusiness side is an increasing complexity. This plexity and its multitude of potential threats,
raises the violation probability of business and a new form of holistic management-SOA
technical rules or guidelines. As complexity in- Governance-is required. This approach is to
creases, keeping an acceptable level ofoverview address conformance achievement, avoidance
and control of dependencies behveen services of new heterogeneity, and preservation of the
becomes difficult (Kalex, 2007). Variants of ability to be controlled, and profits Comexperiservices, for example, reduce the overall service ences made in the context of IT Governance.
In thiscontext we examine what techniques
reuse rate. Efforts to design a reusable service
are estimated up to three times higher than to not are used by a number of approaches to SOA
do so (Schelp& Stutz, 2007). Furtherchallenges Governance, and provide a comparison and
are growth control of the SOA, avoidance of structure.
inefficiencies (by design guidelines, implementation standards,controlling mechanisms, and so
on), the management of the new heterogeneity, 2. EXAMINATION OF SOA
and compliance: governance is to ensure that GOVERNANCEAPPROACHES
the SOA system complies with "all applicable
During the last years, a multitude of models
regulatory, competitive, operational, and other
and frameworks for SOA Governance were
baseline requirements" (Kobielus, 2006; Schelp
proposed. In this section, we provide a com& Stutz, 2007). Without appropriate control
Copyright Q 2010, IGI Global. Copying or distributing in print or clcctronic forms without wrincn pcnnission of IG1 Global
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parison ofthese approaches, extending previous
work (Niemann et al., 2008). As findings of
this literature review, we identiS, the obviously
most important concepts of approaches to SOA
Governance.

2.1 Literature Review
Amultitude ofdifferent approaches and proposals concerning SOA Governance exists. Most
of them proceed from different challenges and
definitions, but address similar goals. The majority defines completely differing instruments
and techniques to reach these goals. Obviously,
only few accepted standards and procedures,
goals and techniques for use in governance
environments exist. One reason might be the
fact that there is no cornmon definition of SOA
Governance that could form a foundation for
the different methodologies.
In this section, we present a literature review. We investigated and compared a number
of SOA Governance approaches developed by
the research community and the software and
consulting industry. During this analysis, we
identified concepts of SOA Governance being
considered most important by the respective
authors. As a result, we present the identified
concepts in section 2.2.
Figure 1 gives an ovewiew ofouranalysis,
the rows showing the approaches with authors
and the colurnns the deployed concepts. Concerning the assessment, proposed and integrated (*) stands for a sufficiently explained
and motivated concept as part of an approach.
Some approaches, however, are characterized
by a narrow view of the govemance problem
field. This leads to lack of an actual clear instantiation, level of details, or specification. In
these cases, the according concepts are marked
partially integrated (.) in the table. A hyphen
(-) indicates that the according concept is not
integrated in the current approach.
Frequent concepts identified during the approach are the following (cf. Figure 1). Impact
on organization represents the need to change
existingorganizational structures in a company.
This often includes the introduction ofnew roles

andaccountabiliiies, as well as the necessity to
influence the employees' behavior concerning
the "new" system. SOA rnaturiiy models provide mechanisms to assess a SOA concerning
its Progress and maturity. Best practices and
metric models are often used when speciS,ing
governancepolicy catalogs. SOA liJecycles and
SOA roadrnaps are defined to designate future
developments of a SOA system. They differ in
structure (cyclic vs. linear). Thesewicelijecycle
describes a sewice's phases fiom plan to realization, similar to the common software lifecycle.
Governanceprocesses define the actual business
and IT-internal processes needed to perform and
operate an governance approach. By the term
policy enforcement mechanisms all proposals
concerning automated governance compliance
checks are summarized. These concepts will
be discussed in detail in the sections 2.2 and 3.
Below, we outline the single approaches.
As main instruments of their SOA Governance approach, Brauer and Kline (2005), HP
Labs and Systinet, mention the business sewice
registry and business sewice management.
They define a five-stages-sewice lifecycle and
a detailed SOA roadmap that shows elements
of a maturity model. In general, their approach
addresses service security, service auditing,
sewice level compliance (SLA Monitoring),
and sewice lifecycle management. The policy
catalog defined addresses standards compliance,
SLA specification, sewice configuration and
security-related issues. The authors state that
a govemance model should focus on "people,
processes, and technology". However, they do
not clearly specify what is meant by "people"
and "processes". Summarizing, the approach
by Brauer and Kline (2005) addresses SOA
Governance almost exclusively on the technical level, while, however, lacking a detailed
description of governance methods.
Bieberstein, Bose, Fiammante, Jones, and
Shah (2006) propose a SOAGovernance model
consisting of six govemance processes and three
steps for launching the governance model, combined witha SOAroadmap. Policies defined by
new organizational govemance entities form the
basis for any decision. Theirmodel is completed
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Figure I. Comparison results
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by a set of best practices. In a previous publication, Bieberstein, Bose, Walker, and Lynch
(2005) describe an approach to guide a SOA
successfully,emphasizing transformation oforganizationalsh-ucturesand behavioral practices.
They propose the Human Services Bus (HSB)
as a new organizational institution, streamlining cross-department processes, thus optimally
exploiting the SOA approach. Compared to
others, their approach lacks a maturiiy model,
metrics, a SOA lifecycle, a service lifecycle,
and policy enforcement techniques.
The approach by WebMethods (2006)
focuses on two Parts: Architecture Governance
andService Lifeycle Governance.Architecture
Governance comprises corporate technology
standards, the definition of a SOA topology,
and determination of a SOA platform strategy.
Service Lifecycle Governance is divided into
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design-time, nin-time and change-time governance, and focuses on the regulation of service
design through according policies, and three
different types ofenforcement mechanisms.Additionally, they mention organizational changes
and define a SOA lifecycle. Further techniques
such as maturiiy models, metrics, or govemance
processes are not Part of the approach.
The approach by Software AG (2005) includes a maturity mode1,a service lifecycle model, a SOA roadmap, and govemance processes.
However, the latter are not explicitly defmed.
A policy framework, based on best practices, is
used in order to ensure the successful long-time
operation of a SOA. They consider new roles
as well as a new govemance team necessary.
A SOA lifecycle, a metrics model, impact on
employees' behavior, and policy enforcement
techniques are not explicitly included.
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At BEA Systems, Inc. (2006) service
lifecycles are considered the most critical requirement for a successful SOA Governance
approach. They define a service lifecycle with
six phases. It is the task of a central policy definition and enforcementauthority to regulate the
design, building, provisioning, and operation
of services. Main goals are quality insurance,
monitoring, and SLA management inside the
SOAsystem.Ageneric SOAlifecycleconcludes
the approach.
The SOAGovemanceapproachby SAPAG
comprises a guidelines framework and an organizational institution,the Process Integration
Content (PIC) Council. The frameworkconsists
of three Parts: modeling and implementation
guidelines, a special reviewprocess performed
by the PIC council (guidelines enforcement),
and the continuous execution ofmanual and
automated sewice tests (SAP AG, 2007). The
PIC Council guarantees quality of process
integration content by reviewing interfaces
for semantic correctness, ensuring standard
conformity, encouraging reuse, establishing
enterprise-wide consolidation and improving
the integration guidelines (Wagner & Krebs,
2004). This includes the usage of assessment
metrics - however, these are not explicitly
specified. The design of individual services is
governed by an enterprise servicesdesign guide
that promotes a business-driven view based on
processes and scenarios. Thereby sewices are
not to be designed isolated from each other
and are generally meant to be reused (SAP
AG, 2005). The guidelines include concepts of
service design for SAP internal development,
business analysts, and system integrators. The
approach defines basic governanceprocesses as
well as the introductionofnewroles.Amaturity
model, best practices integration, incentives,
as well as a SOA lifecycle or roadmap are not
considered.
The approach at Oracle is characterized
by a policy framework. Afshar (2007) considers governance policies to be the central tool
of every governance approach. Eight policy
domains define the decision fields and topics
that have to be managed and controlled by

policy enactment. These Cover architecture,
technology, information, financial, portfolios,
people, projectexecution, and operational,each
of themcomplemented by a concrete list of best
practices. Ln particular, they define new roles
and responsibilities in the domain people and
demand a new organizational entity as well as
the concrete definition of incentives in order to
have impact on employees' behavior. As one
policy category, under project execution, they
defme service lifecyclegovernanceformulating
the main stages of such a cycle. Additionally,
Afshar (2007) describes a SOA maturity model
consisting of six steps and supporting continuous improvement of the SOA. Concluding, the
author presents a comprehensive governance
policy framework covering a large number of
aspectsorproblem fieldsofaSOAsystem. However, Oracle's approach lacks a SOA roadmap,
SOA lifecycle, explicit governance processes,
metrics, and methods for policy enforcement
or compliance monitoring.
At IBM, Holley et al. (2006), Brown,
Moore, and Tegan (2006), and Woolf (2006)
define SOA Governance as extension of IT
Governance,focusingon service lifecyclemanagement, decision rights, policies and measures.
The IBM SOA Governance model consists
of a service lifecycle and a SOA governance
lifecycle, both consisting of four phases: plan,
defme, enable, measure, and model, assemble,
deploy, manage, respectively. These mutually
congruent lifecycles form thecore of BM's approach and are based on best practices. Among
others, organizationalchanges, employee training,and,implicitly,new SOArolesareincluded.
Amatun ty model, a SOAroadmap, governance
processes, and policy enforcement techniques
are not included.
Marks and Bell (2006) define a SOA Govemance framework identifying organization,
SOAprocesses, policies, metrics, and behavior
as crucial to success. They propose three steps
for the actual governance process: (a) the definition of the overall SOA Governance model,
organization and process, (b) the definition of
SOA policies, and (C) the implementation of
SOA Governance policies and their enforce-
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ment. Marks and Be11 (2006) define policies in
All things considered, the presented
six different domains, based on best practices: approaches introduce a number of different
enterprise, business, process, compliance, concepts to address governance challenges.
technology standards, and security policies. Some are similar or related to each other. Most
They propose policy enforcement models and of them can be combined. We describe each of
detine new roles for several new tasks being these concepts resulting from the analysis in
introduced along with the SOA. The proposed detail - against the background of new model
SOAlifecycle consists ofdesign-time, publish- incorporating them.
ing and discovery, and run-time governance
aspects.A SOAroadmap and a service lifecycle 2.2 Common Concepts
are mentioned, but not specified in detail. The in SOA Governance
only technique not considered by Marks and
Bell (2006) is a SOA maturity model. This During the analysis we performed, we identiconcept is the most comprehensive approach fied a number of concepts that are integrated
in the different approaches (cf. Figure 1). We
in our comparison.
summarize
and examine them regarding their
Schelpand Stutz(2007)definea SOAGovapplicability
in the following. In particular, we
ernance model consisting of a set of manageconsider
common
best practice techniques, but
ment activiries combined with organizational
do
not
refer
to
concrete
implementations or
structures based on governance principles. The
instances
of
these.
activities, related to governance processes,
According to the majority of the authors,
comprise three groups: implementation, mana
central
leading organizational entity for the
agement, and control. The components of
operation
of a SOA-System is required, often
organizationalstructureare SOAstrategy,orgacalled
"SOAGovemance
Board". It coordinates,
nizational and operational structure, including
controls,
and
improves
the
SOA Governance
new SOA roles. Referring to our comparison,
processes.
Along
with
these,
special roles and
no further techniques are mentioned.
accountabilities
are
defined.
These
new stnicA recent proposal for a SOA Governance
tures
help
fulfillingnew
tasks,
suchas
regulating
Framework was made by Allen (2008). He
the
impact
of
the
introduction
of
a
SOA
on the
defines a SOA Governance Framework that
behavior
of
employees
(Fabini,
2007;
Tilkov,
consists of five views: an organizational view,
aprocess view, apolicy view, an infrastructure 2007; Bieberstein et al., 2005).
Best practices represent the fiindament
view, and a maturily view. The first view defines
for
more
than half of the discussed governance
organizational structures,roIes andresponsibiliapproaches.
The best practices catalog collects
ties that are needed by SOA Governance. The
experience
and
provides support for the creation
process view describes management processes
ofnew
policies.
In genera1,policiesarebased on
at the one hand and operational processes at
the other. In the policy view, several types of best practices. As soon as policies are enacted,
governance policies are described. The infra- they apply to the SOA System. The enactment,
structure view provides the technical means to changing, and abolishment of governance polisupportgovemance, e.g. by policy enforcement, cies is the central duty of the SOA Governance
or change management. In the maturity view, Board. GovernancePolicies are usually defined
maturity assessment for the first four views in aset ofdomains and linked with theaccording
is provided. Best practices are only partially metrics for assessment. Policy domains Cover
considered, as part of the service lifecycle. all concerns of SOAGovernance, and thus give
Allen defines a task "communication" as part a structure to key application domains of SOA
of the infrastructure view that Covers impact Govemance reflecting the overall governance
on behavior. A SOA roadrnap, a metrics model, application area. Dependingon theperspective,
a number of different domains were proposed
and a SOA lifecycle are not included.
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(Afshar, 2007; Allen, 2008; Marks & Bell,
2006; WebMethods, 2006). As an example,
Figure 2 illustrates consolidated common
policy domains.
Many approaches define either a SOA
Iifecycle or SOA roadmap. This construct acts
as a global guideline for the overall future
development of the SOA system. While lifecycles assume a development cycle, roadmaps
define milestones in the overall development.
In some cases, the latter also consider maturity
development of SOA Systems, which makes it
similarto SOAMaturity Models(Afshar, 2007;
Bieberstein et al., 2006). The service lifecycle
as part of a SOA is also discussed (BEA Systems, Inc., 2006; Software AG, 2005; Brauer &
Kline, 2005; Holley et al., 2006). The comrnon
software lifecycle, defined in Software Engineering, is quite similar (Ludewig & Lichter,
2007). The challenge regarding SOA is the
multitude of software artifacts that are to be
treated simultaneously (cf. section 1.2).
The design of a metrics sysiem is a central
issue. It is common to align metrics with specific
goals in ordert0 assess the achievement ofthese
goals, e.g. the fulfillment of a policy. Goals are
usually arranged in nesting levels. Low level
goals are defined by the governance policies,
such as the implementation of interfaces or
the adherence to a standard. These are Part of

higher level goals, e.g., "conformity of service
design" or "general standards conformance"
respectively. Marks and Bell (2006) distinguish business, process, performance, sewice
level agreement (SLA), and SOAconformance
metrics. Each of these corresponds to a specific
typeofpolicies. Metrics aredynamic, i.e. subject
to change when policies change. The measured
result provides feedback regarding the degree
of adherence to a given policy.
The govemance processes are the actual
implementation ofgovernance. Marks and Bell
(2006) and authors at WebMethods (2006) distinguish design-iime and run-time governance
processes. The latter define as third group
the change-time governance processes, while
Marks and Bell (2006) add publishing und
discovery governance processes. All of these,
similar to IT Governance processes, are used to
insiantiate control of the system, i.e. regulate,
in contrast to the first, the operational processes
(Allen, 2008).
Policy enforcemeni mechanisms target
the operational enactment and monitoring of
adherence to policies. So far, little technical
support has been proposed in this area. Authors
at WebMethods (2006) propose policy enforcement points for automation: compliance checks
are performed at the service registry or a proxy
when invoking services. Marks and Be11(2006)

Figure 2. SOA governance policy domains
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additionally propose the enterprise service bus
(ESB) for this task. Authors at SAPAG (2005)
define policy enforcement as manual task ofthe
organizationalentity. Wediscuss this topicunder
"Compiiance Observation" in section 3.2.
SOA maturiS models perform maturity
checks of current IT environments of an enterprise, giving a profound indication whether
an organization is ready to introduce SOA,
whether its SOA implementation needs an
improvement to meet minimum criteria, and
what gaps it might have to bridge before it is
able to do so. A SOA System can be continuously assessed and checked on a high level by
a SOA maturity model. In a SOA Governance
model, this assessment delivers feedback to the
governance board, where decision on abolishment and enactment of policies, i.e., the next
steps in control ofthe SOA Systems, are made.
Most maturity models for SOAare based on the
Capability Maturity Model Lntegration (CMMI)
by SEI (Software Engineering Institute, 2007).
Johannsen and Goeken (2007) adopt the basic
structure of a CMMI maturity model with its
characteristicfive levels ofmaturity andexpand
the model by analyzing the maturity along
three characteristics: lechnology, processes,
and organization. For each maturity level and
each characteristic a profile is available with
criteria to be fulfilled on that specific level. The
underlying assumption-that technology has to
reach a higher level of mahirity earlier than processes and organization-reflects the fact that a
given technology requires certain management
processes, roles and responsibilities and often
causes organizational change.
The performed analysis discussed the
weaknessesand strengthsofseveral approaches
to SOA Governance and identified a set of
techniques that are used by these approaches.
These techniques will be discussed further
and checked concerning applicability in the
next section.

3. STRUCTURING SOA
GOVERNANCE
Despite the fact that SOAGovernanceis considered a crucial and mandatory element of every
SOAproject, so far there is no Consensus about
its actual structure,definitions, orcomprisedelements. We investigateda numberofapproaches
to SOAGovernanceso far, and identified several
comrnonly used concepts.
Basically,the termgovernance is borrowed
from politics. Several empowered institutions
interact with the purpose of regulating a large
complex heterogeneous system, the state. The
main target is to keep it controllable by introducing and enforcing policies or laws (structures, rights, behavioral guidelines, standards,
etc.)-the system, here a state, is governed.
In the control of IT Systems, parallels emerge
with this concept. The object to be regulated
or governed is the enterprise architecture (the
SOA). The actual laws ensuring the conformance or compliance of the system map to
policies. The thud element, the observation and
control of adherence to laws, i.e., the "police"
in SOA Governance, are compliance observation mechanisms.
In a governance approach, generally, two
process levels are distinguished - governance
processes and operational processes. The first
ones regulate operational processes by control
and monitoring mechanisms,while governance
processes itself are mostly defined a priori.
Hence, when building or introducing a governance approach, as first step, governance
processes and structures are to be established
(Marks & Bell, 2006; Afshar, 2007; WebMethods, 2006; Allen, 2008). Governance
processes form the foundation for control
stmctures and provide techniques, methods, and
decision rights in order to design, form,monitor,
and control operational process structures. As
initial task of the actual governance, processes
on the operational level are Set up, changed, and
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adjusted in order to be effectively monitored.
The continuous consistent regulation of the
SOA system is guaranteed by well-formed and
reliable control structures.
Concerning concepts in SOAGovernance,
the service lifecycle is a central issue and one
big requirement regarding a SOA system.
Lifecycles and their management are crucial
for success of a SOA Governance approach.
Service lifecycles are often adjusted to the
specific needs, perspectives, and notions of a
company's IT. There are, for example, almost
as many different lifecycles as proposals (BEA
Systems, Inc., 2006; Brauer & Kline, 2005;
Woolf, 2006; Afshar, 2007; Software AG,
2005). As these various different definitions
of "the service lifecycle" show, obviously
there is no standard or generic lifecycle that
fits all perspectives. In our perspective, SOA
roadmaps or SOA lifecycles hence constitute
guidelines that depend on the single system
and its particularities.
We designed a generic model for SOAGovernance which is based on these principles allowingforthe characteristics andpeculiaritiesof
all described approaches. For the development,
weproceededas follows. Based on the findings
of the literature review, we identified common
concepts for SOA Governance approaches in
general. In the next step, we composed and
consolidated these cornrnon conceptsaccording
to their actual tasks and arranged them to best
fulfill their primary purposes. Ln the following
section, it is detailed.

are specialized business goals (in Corporate
Governance). Overall goals are SOA Compliance, Business-IT Alignment and reliable long
term operation. They determine the necessary
actions of the underlying control structures.
SOA Compliance refers to the adherence of
the system to legal, normative (technical) and
internal regulations. Compliance with legal
specifications is mandatory (e.g., Sarbanes Oxley Act), compliancewithISO normsor standard
frameworks often is a benefit for a company.
Interna1 regulations, e.g., the enforcement of
company security directives are also tasks for
governance. Business-IT Alignment and its
improvement is Part of the SOA challenges
(cf. Section 1.2). The best possible integration
and adaption of IT processes into the business
environment is crucial to the success of a SOA
(Allen, 2008). Reliable long term operation is a
goal that results from due diligence management
of a SOA. The overall goal of a governance approach is to provide the achievements of these
goals in the long term.
The SOA System as enterprise architecture represents the IT system to be controlled.
It consists of SOA processes, such as service
production, operation, maintenance, etc., including the according business processes. The
technical backbone is acentralpart, representing
the actual architecture including registries, repositories,and the enterprise service bus (ESB).
All these technical and non-technical elements
are subject to the governance control.
The central part is the SOA Govemance
Control Cycle (cf. Figure 3). It represents one
The Model
crucial governance process, including and
involving organizational entities, governance
Main elements ofour model are SOAgoals, the policies, a best practices catalog, compliance
SOA as enterprisearchitecture, and the control obsewation and enforcement techniques, and
cycle (cf. Figure 3). Below, we discuss the main a SOA maturity measurement component. Its
elements and characteristics that have not been task is the implementation and operation of an
outlined in section 2.2.
effective governance tocontrol the SOAsystem,
The overall purpose of the approach is to and the achievement of the SOA goals.
assure the achievement of goals for the SOA
In the following, the organizational impact
system. In general, these goals are derived from and the compliance observation component is
the overall IT goals (in IT Governance) which outlined.
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Figure 3. Generic model for SOA governance
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Organizational Governance Entities
The Organizational Governance Entities (e.g.,
"SOA Board") bear responsibility for the reliable operation, regulation, and control of the
SOA system. They consist of representatives
from every organizational layer-optimally,
they are mamed with members from the upper management as well as IT architects and
developers. The single organizational entities
can be structured in a hierarchical or in a coordinating manner, e.g., in the case of territorially
stnictured company branches (Fabini, 2007).
Together, these entities form a new organizational structure.
The SOA Boards define and abolish governance policies. In this respect, they act like
a republic parliament. During this procedure,
the best practices catalog is continuously main-

tained, i.e., enhanced or adjusted, respectively.
The enacted policies apply to the SOA, and the
components compliance observation and maturity rneasurement give feedback to the SOA
Boards. While the latter assesses the system
from a general point of view, e.g., regarding
its load capacity, the first component performs
detailed compliance checks, e.g., concerning
security issues or process compliance. Based
on their feedback, the SOA Boards decide on
further steps (cf. Figure 3).
Alongwith the introductionofnew organizational govemance entities come new roles and
accountabilities that are implemented or realized by those entities. Bieberstein et al. (2006)
define a number of new SOA-related roles for
a company, introducing new accountabilities
and decision rights. More than 70% of the examined approaches in section 2.1 also address
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these issues (cf. Figure 1).The new SOABoards
are the actors in the overall SOA Governance
processes, forming the superior level compared
with operational processes. The above outlined
control cycle is one of them. Further processes
and tasks are policy management, enforcement
mechanisms, cornrnunications,change management, architecturereview processes, design-time
and run-time govemance,SOAmaintenance and
many more (Allen, 2008; Marks & Bell, 2006;
WebMethods, 2006; SAPAG,2005; Bieberstein
et al., 2006; Schelp & Stutz, 2007).

Compliance Observation
Regulating a system without effective enforcement and control mechanisms is not possible.
One central element of govemance is the compliance observation component that enforces
and monitors system compliance.The deployed
mechanisms and techniques check adherence to
the given regulationsspecified by policies in the
different domains and enable the continuous
compliance observation of the SOA system.
Regarding the processing,most techniques
are of manual nature. According to WebLayers
(2007), 83% of interviewed companiesperform
manual design reviews, 54% rely onmanual and
only 13% perform automated pre-registration
checks. Conceming the techniques, mostly
automated business activity monitoring and
data consolidation techniques or check lists are
implemented (WebMethods, 2006; Software
AG, 2005), although the technical opportunities in this area are manifold. The following list
itemizes general technical methods usable for
the implementation of compliance checks:
Automated check list processing as proposed by WebMethods (2006) and Software AG (2005), combined with checks
at proxies or intermediaries, realized by,
e.g., an ESB (Marks & Bell, 2006; WebMethods, 2006)
Business activity monitoring (WebMethods, 2006) linked with automated
data consolidation in order to compute
warning levels

Formal verification methods using, e.g.,
process algebras ("hard" verification)
Matching by semantic description using
ontologies ("soft" verification)
Rule-based decision-support Systems providing automated analysis, independently
taking or proposing (re)actions
A hrther aspect ofcompliance observation
is the time component.Dependingon the system
and its peculiarities, compliance checks can be
scheduled in different ways.

Ex-post vs. ex-ante analysis: 1s a check
to be performed upon demand, ex-post
or is the system required to identify potential hture violations, i.e. to work
proactively?
Frequency: When are compliance checks
to be performed-upon request or frequently? This mainly targets SLA, business process, security-related, and similar
regulations.
Compliance observation is yet an Open
research field. Many challenges exist, mostly
neglected by industry white Papers and commercial products. Existing approaches often
provide basic, yet insufficient Support for
compliance observation.

Summary
The model at hand has been developed based
on the results of the above presented literature
review. It aims at integrating all aspects of the
compared approaches in order to allow for their
perspectives and capabilities.
We defined a controlcycle, being a crucial
part ofthe SOAGovemance processes. It covers
the basic process of policy design, enactment,
enforcement, and abolishment, supported by
bestpractices, enforcementmethods, and maturity assessment. It is based on the PDCA-Cycle
by Deming (1986).
The model is the first to explicitly address
and discuss the issue compliance observation
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coveringpolicy enforcement mechanisms. This
issue is addressed by vendors in case their
products support a type of enforcement, e.g.
check at serviceregistry.Additionally,questions
concerning the frequency, analysis type, and
level of detail of service checks arise and are to
be answered. In literature as well as in industry
white Papers these issues are ofien omitted,
thus attesting the "narrow view" of the software
vendors identified by Allen (2008).
Concluding, the model consolidates perspectivesand techniques ofexisting approaches
to SOA Governance, emphasizes the control
cycle and enhances it by the concept of compliance observation. So far, all concepts of the
compared approaches map to this model.

4. CONCLUSION
So far, Governancefor Sewice-orientedArchitectures is an Open, unstructured field. Though
there are a number ofapproaches, mostly frameworks and best practices, a Consensus on what
a SOA Governance approach is reqiiired to be
capable of and on what are the main concepts
has not been achieved by now. By providing a
literature review on related proposals and deriving a model on top of the results, this article aims
at providing a first step conceming the active
structuring of this domain.
Sumrnarizing, we conclude the following
Statements fiom our examinations:
Based on common characteristics of
SOAs and the emerging challenges, the
installation and operation of governance
approaches for SOAs is essential, especially regarding challenges such as managing and unifying the SOA-inherent heterogeneity and complexity, as well as the
regulation of cross-organizational service
deployment and further new capabilities
of a SOA as EA.
As a result of the literature review, we stated that few proposals (e.g., Marks & Bell,
2006) represent holistic approaches. Most
approaches are characterized by a "tunnel

.

.

perspective", focusing on selected issues
and motivated by a specifk s o h a r e product. In contrast, most authors agree that a
holistic governance approach is crucial
for SOA Governance. This proofs a big
gap between understanding and action
in this domain and discloses room for
improvement.
According to the literature review, policy
frameworks combined with best practices
are an accepted element of SOA Governance. There seems to be no adequate
alternative mechanism with comparable
abilities.
Organizational changes and the introduction of new SOA-specsc roles und accountabilities are considered crucial by
the majority of the examined approaches.
Together with policy frameworks and best
practices, they are regarded as the four
common concepts for SOA Governance.
While policy enforcement mechanisms as
extension to policy frameworks are integrated by only a few approaches (e.g.,
WebMethods, 2006), no approach considers the partial automation of compliance
checks. An according functionality here
could strongly support software vendor
products.
Based on the contributions compared in
the literature review, we consolidated common SOA Govemance policy domains that
structure a cornmon policy framework and
Cover all concems of SOA Governance.
According to the literature review results,
service lifecycle and its management is a
very important concept in the context of
SOA Governance. It is explicitly considered by almost all approaches and represents the most prominent concern of SOA
Governance.
A sigrilficant deficit has been identified
concerning compliance enforcement. The
least approaches make proposals concerning any technical support for governance
activities. Of those proposing according
techniques, aimost none exceed the processing of a checklist.
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The developed model comprises all main
concepts and components of the examined approaches, and extends them by a
control cycle. With this model, we provide a first version of a generic reference
model for SOA Governance.

GLOSSARY
Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA)

A SOA is an application architecture within
which allfunctions are defined as independent
services with well-defined callable interfaces
Overall, this contribution aims at supportwhich can be called in defined sequences to
ing and driving structuring intensions in the
form business processes. (Channabasavaiah,
area of SOA Governance and at identifying
2003)
concepts that are common to all approaches
in this domain.

Future Trends

IT Governance

The approaches' diversity in understanding,
perspective, scope, and techniques shows that
SOAGovernance is an upcoming research topic
that has not been intensively examined yet.
Hence, we see a variety of future trends.
Developments might include a forrnalization ofapproaches to ~ Ö ~ ~ o v e r n a nsimilar
ce,
to frameworks in ITGovernance. Discussions to
be held will include how to cover SOApeculiarities and at the same time avoid reinventing IT
Governance frameworks. Most probably, part of
these trends will be a well-founded enhancement
and a combination of existing IT Governance
frameworks in a way that allows for the special
regulation and control requirements of serviceoriented enterprise architectures.
The largest area of potential scientific
achievements is located in the field of automated compliance checks. As discussed above,
there is a multitude of potential mechanisms
and techniques to address the problem of automating the check of a system's adherence to
regulations or policies. Though a small number
of SOAGovernance models propose ideas (for
techniques to be deployed), so far they did not
establish as technologies in operation.
Concluding, we see a huge research
potential in the area of SOA Governance in
particular.

ITgovernance is the organizational capaciy
executive management
exercised by lhe
andZTmanagementto controltheformulation
arid im~lementationof ITstrateg~arid in this
w q ensure the fusion of business und IT (De

Haes &

Grembergen, 2004)

SOA Governance
SOA Governance is a holistic long-term
management model. It guarantees sufficient
adaptabiliiy and integrity of an SOA system as
well as the ability to check services concerning
capability, reusability, security, and strategic
business alignment. Overall goals are SOA
Compliance, and the guarantee of reusability
and standardization throughout the system.

SOA Maturity Model
A SOA capability maturity model (CMM) is a
structured collection of elements that describe
certain aspects ofmaturity in an ITenvironment
(technology, processes, and organization) where
a SOA is implemented or is considered to be
implemented. Described aspects may comprise, e.g., basic requirements, responsibilities,
documentation and continuous improvement. A
maturity model can be used as a benchmark for
comparison and as an aid in steering and planning capabilities needed for running a SOA.
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Generic Model for
SOA Governance

Bieberstein, N., Bose, S., Walker, L., & Lynch, A.
(2005). Impact of service-onented architecture on
enterprise systems, organizational structures, and individual~.IBM-tems Journal, 44(4), 691-708.

The generic model for SOA Govemance consolidates, structures, and enhances common
techniques deployed in SOA Governance. It
represents a general approach to combining
the capabilities of existing SOA Governance
approaches.

Brauer, B., & Kline, S. (2005). SOA Governance: A
Key lngredient oftheAdaptive Enterprise. Retrieved
June 2008, from http://www.managementsoRware.
hp.com/ products/soa/swp/soa~swp~govemance.
pdf

Compliance Observation

Brown, W., Moore, G., & Tegan, W. (2006). SOA
governance-IBMS approach. Retneved July 2008,
pdfl
from ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/soRware/soa~

Compliance Observation in the context of SOA
Governance comprises policy enforcement
and monitoring of the adherence to policies.
Examples for deployable techniques are automated check list processing, business activity
monitoring, formal verification methods, rulebased decision-support systems, and similar
techniques.

Policy Framework
In the context of SOA Governance, a policy
framework is the instantiation and collection
of explicit, formalized regulations. It is often
structured into policy domains, such as, e.g.,
architecture or security-related regulations and
represents a central component in the operation
of SOA Govemance.
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